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The TETRA System: Mass UK Mind Control Technology and the
Zombification Of Britain's Police is Now A Reality
by Tim Rifat
Transcript from CH4 News, Feb 5th, 2001
Begin quote:
The new Home Office microwave system called TETRA is to be the mainstay of British police force
communications and will be placed in every major population centre. The British Government is spending 2
1/2 billion pounds on a 400 MHz pulse modulated microwave transmitter network which broadcasts 17.6 Hz
into the brains of all Britain's police and anyone living near the planned 30,000 transmitters.
The first place these transmitters will be deployed is Glastonbury. The effects of these transmitters, which
entirely duplicate CIA research in optimal mind-control technology, are
1. Destruction of short and long-term memory by disrupting calcium reflux from synapses, due to the effect
of the 17.6 Hz ELF.
2. Disruption of synaptic neural networks, leading to behavioural and character changes.
3. manic behaviour, followed by nervous exhaustion after use, or exposure.
4. Disruption of higher brain function, leading to the so called 'zombification'.
5. Enhanced suggestibility.
6. The development of pre-cancerous cells, which can lead to long-term tumour growth.
7. Effects on the Limbic System, leading to emotional and behavioural modification.
8. ELF frequency in the TETRA system strongly affects calcium ions, causing them to efflux out of brain
cells due to psychotron resonance.
Since these ions are the chief factor in long and short term potentiation of synapses, the braincell junctions,
and are crucial to memory and cognition, use of the TETRA system on such a scale could cause irreversible
brain damage by disturbing not only calcium ions but sodium and potassium ions, all vital to nerve and brain
function.
The TETRA system will also flood the New York and London Underground, so commuters will regularly be
exposed to behavioural modification during Rush Hour.
End quote
A protest movement is currently being established by Glastonbury residents.
To contact Tim Rifat or the Glastonbury protest organiser, please reply to Ivan Fraser at this email address
and your response will be forwarded.
The UK Government is now spending £2.5 million to fully implement a nation-wide deployment of CIA
mind-control technology.
The TETRA system pulses at 17.6 Hz broadcast at 400 MHz which is essentially the Pandora Project funded
by the CIA in the late '60s and early '70s. Dr Ross Adey, the chief researcher on the Pandora Project has
released a video to leading UK researchers which proves that not only does the TETRA system cause ELF
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zombification by massive release of calcium ions in the cerebral cortex and the nervous system, but the
activated calcium ions also cause massive hormonal disturbances which lead to frenzied imbalances,
emotional and physical states.
This system will be used by all UK police and emergency services by the end of the year, as the Home Office
has sold off all police frequencies, so they are forced to use the new system.
Use of the TETRA system by the police will lead to psychotronicaly controlled officers who may be totally
controlled in any situation and are very useful for states of economic or social chaos where extreme and
violent behaviour is needed without any conscious or moral compunction - so-called police robots.
30,000 transmitters will be placed around the country to maximise the effects on the local UK population mass mind control.
Anyone who has complained of these transmitters has received a letter from the Government informing them
that if the transmitters are not positioned where the Government wishes, there can be no guarantee then of
police protection, which will lead to higher insurance premiums for the householder.
A leading UK newspaper tried to run this story, but had the item quashed by high-level Government
intervention. _____
Report by Tim Rifat - UK's leading psychotronic expert. 6-24-1
The Truth Campaign magazine will be running an article on this subject, written by Tim Rifat, in a
forthcoming edition.
For further information on ELF mind control, see articles by Tim Rifat on the Truth Campaign website at:
http://web.archive.org/web/20021219165338/http://www.truthcampaign.co.uk/
Also, see the PowerWatch website, the independent voice on EMF issues in the UK, especially this article
which scientifically discusses the dangers of TETRA.
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